MIST COLLECTOR
SERIES

OPERATION MANUAL
IMPORTANT：
◎ Do not operate the mist collector before reading this manual.
◎ Only individuals who fully understand the contents of this manual should operate the mist
collector.
◎ Follow all operation and maintenance instructions and carry out the daily and periodic
inspections as specified in this manual.
◎ Observe all applicable laws and regulations regarding the installation and maintenance of
the mist collector.
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Original instruction

■ IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Precautions in this manual are classified according to the degree and type of danger, as shown
below. Be sure to read them before operating the equipment.
！

WARNING： Shows situations in which incorrect operation could result in death or
serious injury to the operator.

！

CAUTION： Shows situations in which incorrect operation could result in injury to the
operator or property damage.

・ Serious injury refers to loss of eyesight, wounds, burns (high temperature, low temperature),
electric shock, bone fracture, poisoning, etc. which have lasting effects or require hospitalization
or long-term outpatient treatment.
・ Injury refers to wounds, burns, electric shock, etc. which do not require hospitalization or long-term
outpatient treatment.
・ Property damage refers to extensive damages to houses, household goods, livestock or pets.

・Examples of pictorial symbols
The △ symbol shows a warning or caution.
A specific warning or caution is indicated by the picture inside.

The

symbol shows a prohibited action.

The specific prohibition is indicated by the picture inside.
The ● symbol shows a compulsory action.
The specific compulsory action is indicated by the picture inside.
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■INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing the MJ Series Mist Collector. To ensure its long use and operational
safety, read this operation manual carefully before operating the product. After reading the
manual, keep it close at hand so that you can refer to it when necessary.
■ The MJ Series Mist Collector is to be mounted on a machine tool in order to collect water-soluble
mist or *oily mist.
※ If high density mist is drawn in, the MJ unit may not be able to process it completely, causing the mist to leak
from the outlet. Therefore, attach an after filter (option) before collecting high density or oily mist.

■ The MJ unit is not equipped with a protective device for the motor. Thus, power must be supplied
from the machine tool circuit equipped with a protective device. (See page 16 for power connection
details.)
■ To operate the MJ unit separately, provide an electrical component equipped with a protective
device (electromagnetic switch with thermal relay, fuse-less breaker, or earth leakage breaker).
■The installation of optional parts will render the product inapplicable for CE conformity (excluding
the use of ducts, cuffs, or hose clamps).
■The use of non-standard power supply voltage specs will render the product inapplicable for CE
conformity (power supply specs other than 3-phase 200V 50Hz/60Hz or 3-phase 220V 60Hz are
inapplicable).
■The MJ series need a periodical check to maintain the designed performance. (Refer to page 31 for
the periodical check.)

■The manufacturer and dealers are not responsible for accidents or damage due to the following causes.
・Improper operating conditions or usage different from that specified in this manual.
・Failure to maintain the mist collector or replace the consumable parts as specified in this manual.
・Any modification, repair, or equipment transfer performed by a third party or personnel not
authorized by AMANO.
・Natural disasters or calamities, such as fires, earthquakes, or floods.
・Any event that could not be predicted scientifically or technologically at the time of manufacture.
・Other causes that are not the responsibility of AMANO.

MODELS
Model name
MJ-5
MJ-10
MJ-15
MJ-25

Output (kW) Max. capacity (m 3 /min)
Dimensions (mm)
3.7 (50Hz)
0.4
Max. width 433 Height 484
4.5 (60Hz)
7.0 (50Hz)
0.75
Max. width 472 Height 522
8.5 (60Hz)
13.0 (50Hz)
1.5
Max. width 576.2 Height 629.3
16.0 (60Hz)
18.0 (50Hz)
2.2
Max. width 631.8 Height 702.6
22.0 (60Hz)

Inlet dia. (mm)
φ98
φ123
φ148
φ198

■ If anything related to the product or this operation manual is unclear, please contact the dealer or the sales office.
■ The specifications and appearance of the dust collector and the description in this manual are subject to change
due to improvements.
■ When warning labels look like they might come off, contact the dealer or sales office to get new ones for
replacement.
■ Although the illustrations in the manual depict the MJ-5 model, the same operation procedures apply to all
models.
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１．FOR SAFE OPERATION
Before operating the equipment, read the following warnings and cautions, and make sure you understand them.
！

WARNING

・To avoid FIRE or EXPLOSION: Do not draw in the following substances.
・Explosive, flammable substances…………Aluminum, magnesium, titanium, epoxy, organic solvent, etc.
・Inflammable substances…………Gasoline, thinner, benzene, kerosene, paint, etc.
・Dust with sparks……………Dust produced by a high speed cutter, grinder, welding machine, etc.
・Source of fire…………………Cigarette butts, ashes, etc.
・Other………………Water, chemical and oil with a low flash point (below 80°C)
・Never operate the mist collector in or near an area where inflammable, explosive
or corrosive mist, fumes or gases are present.
These gases could cause fires or explosions.
・MOVING PARTS! To avoid SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY:
ALWAYS TURN OFF the POWER and wait for the rotation to stop completely
BEFORE opening the cover.
・Never use any voltage other than the supply voltage shown on the mist collector.
Also, do not overload one electrical outlet.
This could cause fire or electric shock.
・Never touch the power cable with wet hands when connecting or disconnecting it.
This could cause electric shock.
・Never allow the power cable to get damaged or broken.
Never place heavy items on the power cable or bend it excessively. This could also
cause fire or electric shock.
・To avoid FIRE or EXPLOSION: Do not install in a hazardous area ruled by law
or regulation in your country.
・To prevent stand from FALLING or TIPPING OVER: Do not hoist the mist collector
with the stand attached.
・Never make any modifications to this equipment.
This could cause fire or electric shock.
・To avoid ELECTRIC SHOCK: Be sure to connect the ground.
・Supply power from the machine tool circuit equipped with a protective device.
Failure to do so can cause a fire or electric shock.
・If a fire occurs or there is a dust explosion inside the mist collector,
・turn off the power immediately.
・use a fire extinguishing agent suitable for dust.
・even after the fire is out, don’t open the door until the internal temperature drops to the normal
level.
Otherwise, a secondary explosion could occur.
－１－
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CAUTION

・Wipe any oil off the floor before performing maintenance service.
Failure to do this could cause injury.
・To avoid MALFUNCTIONS, ELECTRIC SHOCK, or FIRE:
Turn off the power immediately if there is smoke, vibration, or unusual noise or odor
during operation.
・To avoid ACCIDENTS: Maintenance work should only be performed by qualified
persons.
・Do not operate the unit with its inlet and outlet holes covered.
Neglecting this caution could cause overheat resulting in occurrence of fire.
・To avoid EYE INJURY or other SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY from expelled
particles or droplets: Do not look into the exhaust outlet!
・To avoid PERSONAL INJURY: Always wear gloves during inspections and
when replacing parts.
・If the motor stops during operation, turn off the primary power at once.
Failure to do this could cause electric shock.
・Before performing any inspection or maintenance service, be sure to turn off the
power of the unit at its source.
Failure to do this could cause electric shock.
・All electrical wiring work must be performed by an authorized electrician.
Failure to do so can cause accidents.
・Keep the intake air temperature between 5 and 50°C.
Failure to do so can cause accidents or malfunctions.
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Nameplate Placement Locations
ＭＪ－５

The illustration shows MJ-5. The nameplate placement position is the same on MJ-10.

ＭＪ－１５

設備の 保護装置
付き回 路からの
電源 配線を接続
して ください。
O MT- 9205

The illustration shows MJ-15. The nameplate placement position is the same on MJ-25.
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No,
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

Name
Electric shock caution
sticker
Power wire caution
sticker
General-purpose PL
nameplate 71 (No. 1)

General-purpose PL
nameplate 71 (No. 2)
General-purpose PL
nameplate 71 (No. 3)
General-purpose PL
nameplate 71 (No. 4)
General-purpose PL
nameplate 71 (No. 5)
Machine number Plate
Ground mark

Quantity

Remarks

1
1
1

2
1
1

1

Supply power from the machine tool circuit equipped with a protective device.
Warning: Read and understand the contents of the operation manual and the label before operating
the unit! Failure to do so can lead to unexpected accidents.
Warning: Do not take in any mist containing oil with a flash point of 80°C and below, sparks, fire, or
other combustible substances. These substances can cause fires or explosions.
Warning: Do not install the unit in hazardous locations prescribed by laws or regulations! Doing so
may result in fire or explosion.
Caution: All maintenance work must be performed by a competent technician familiar with the unit.
Failure to do so can lead to unexpected accidents.
Caution: If abnormal noises, fumes, vibrations or smells are detected during operation, turn off the
power at once. Continuing to operate the unit can cause damage, electric shock, or fire.
Caution: Wear gloves before performing an inspection or replacing parts. Failure to do so can cause
injury.
Warning: Be sure to ground the unit. Otherwise, electric shock could occur if there is a leak.
Warning: Beware of rotating objects. Before opening the cover, turn the power off and make sure the
motor has come to a complete stop. Failure to do so can cause injury.
Caution: Do not look inside the outlet hole! Doing so can cause injury to your eyes or health by
debris or splashes coming out of the outlet hole.
Warning: Do not suspend the unit with the frame attached to it. Doing so can cause the frame to fall
or topple.

1
1(2)

MJ-5 and MJ-10 uses 1. MJ-15 and MJ-25 uses 2.
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２．NAMES AND FUNCTIONS OF PARTS
ＭＪ－５

Outlet

Roof
Cleaning nozzle
Lifting hook
Terminal box
Inlet

Knob on
inspection door

Drain port
Inspection door

Exhaust muffler

Fan

Inducer

Collection disc

Cyclone

Motor
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Names Explained
Name
Inlet
Cyclone
Collection disc
Inducer
Motor
Fan
Exhaust muffler

Purpose
Draws oil mist by way of the rotational movement of the fan motor.
Separates and collects large cutting chips contained in the air stream that is
drawn in.
Collects the oil mist that spins along with the cyclone.
Straightens the clean air that has passed the collection disc into a uniform flow.
Rotates the fan and the collection disc.
Rotates to generate suction in order to draw in the external air.
Straightens and dissipates the clean air that is discharged from the fan in order
to reduce noise.

Outlet

Discharges clean air.

Roof

Covers the top of the unit.
Three-phase power supplied from the equipment circuit with a protective device,
connects here.

Terminal box
Lifting hooks
Inspection door
Inspection door knob
Drain port
Cleaning nozzle

Used for lifting the unit.
The door for inspecting the cyclone. Open the two inspection doors on the side
to remove cutting chips or other deposits from the inside on a regular basis.
The knob keeps the door closed. Tighten it securely to prevent air leakage.
Discharges the collected oil externally.
Nozzle for cleaning the collection disk. It cleans the collection disk by supplying
compressed air and tap water.

－６－

３．Outline
The air and oil mist that enter from the inlet port pass through the cyclone, collection disc, and the fan,
becoming clean air and being discharged outside.

[Mist collecting flow]
① Cyclone
：Separates and collects large cutting chips contained in the air stream that is
drawn in.
② Collection disc ：Collects the mist that has passed the cyclone.
③

Fan

：Rotates to generate a suction force in order to draw in external air.

・ After the oil mist is collected by the collection disc, it becomes discharged externally from
the drain port at the bottom.
・ Remove the large cutting chips that accumulate inside from the inspection port on a
regular basis.

Outlet

Passing through fan

Inlet

After the mist passes through the cyclone and the collection disc, it becomes straightened
by the inducer.
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４．PREPARING FOR OPERATION
Make sure to read and understand the following warnings and cautions when preparing for the operation of the unit.
！

WARNING

・Never operate the mist collector in or near an area where inflammable, explosive
or corrosive mist, fumes or gases are present.
These gases could cause fires or explosions.
・Never use any voltage other than the supply voltage shown on the mist collector.
Also, do not overload one electrical outlet.
This could cause fire or electric shock.
・Never touch the power cable with wet hands when connecting or disconnecting it.
This could cause electric shock.
・Never allow the power cable to get damaged or broken.
Never place heavy items on the power cable or bend it excessively. This could also
cause fire or electric shock.
・To avoid FIRE or EXPLOSION: Do not install in a hazardous area ruled by law
or regulation in your country.
・To prevent stand from FALLING or TIPPING OVER: Do not hoist the mist collector
with the stand attached.
・Never make any modifications to this equipment.
This could cause fire or electric shock.
・To avoid ELECTRIC SHOCK: Be sure to connect the ground.

・Supply power from the machine tool circuit equipped with a protective device.
Failure to do so can cause a fire or electric shock.

！

CAUTION

・To avoid MALFUNCTIONS, ELECTRIC SHOCK, or FIRE:
Turn off the power immediately if there is smoke, vibration, or unusual noise or
odor during operation.
・To avoid ACCIDENTS: Maintenance work should only be performed by
qualified persons.
・Do not operate the unit with its inlet and outlet holes covered.
Neglecting this caution could cause overheat resulting in occurrence of fire.

－８－
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CAUTION

・If the motor stops during operation, turn off the primary power at once.
Failure to do this could cause electric shock.
・Before performing any inspection or maintenance service, be sure to turn off the
power of the unit at its source.
Failure to do this could cause electric shock.
・All electrical wiring work must be performed by an authorized electrician.
Failure to do so can cause accidents.

Checking the Supplied Parts
Before operating the unit, make sure that the supplied parts listed below are available. If any of
the parts are missing, be sure to contact the dealer where you have purchased the product or our
sales office.
Supplied parts:

Male-female elbow, hose nipple, drain hose (2 m), hose clamp

Male-female elbow
Hose nipple
Hose clamp
Drain hose (ф 25mm bore)
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Transport Requirements
Observe the following requirements when transporting the unit. Failure to do so can cause the
product to malfunction or prevent it from achieving its full performance.
Place the unit on a flat surface during transport. Do not turn the unit on its side or upside down during
transport. Doing so will cause the fan to malfunction.
Do not expose the unit to rain or mist during transport.
The MJ-5/10 is packed in a cardboard box. It can be stacked 2 high during transport.
The MJ-15/25 is packed in a wooden crate. It may not be stacked during transport.
Do not transport the unit out of its package. Doing so can cause the unit to topple.
Do not expose the unit to strong vibrations or shocks. Doing so can cause a malfunction.
Do not expose the unit to corrosive gases during transport. Doing so can cause the unit to corrode.
Keep the temperature between 5 and 40°C and humidity between 10 and 90% (no condensation)
during transport.
Take the position of the center of gravity and the mass of the product into account in order to transport
the unit.
Center of Gravity Position and Mass
MJ-5

MJ-10

MJ-15

MJ-25

35kg
MJ-5 with after filter

42kg
MJ-10 with after filter

61kg
MJ-15 with after filter

80kg
MJ-25 with after filter

41kg

49.5kg

75kg

95kg

If a crane or forklift is used for transporting the unit, it must
be performed by a competent operator.
Use the lifting hooks to suspend the unit.
Lifting hook
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Unpacking Procedure
Unpack as follows:
（１） Have tools for unpacking and protective equipment ready. The MJ-5/10 is packed in a cardboard
box. The MJ-15/25 is packed in a wooden crate.
（２） Unpack the package. Dispose of the unneeded packing material in accordance with the regulation of
your company and the laws of your country.
（３） Use the lifting hooks if you must remove the unit by
suspending it.

Lifting hook

Installation Conditions
When installing the mist collector, observe the following conditions. Failure to do so could
damage the mist collector or reduce its efficiency.
Install the unit indoors in a location away from direct contact with rain, mist, and sunlight.
Place the unit on a strong floor surface that can support its weight.
Install where it will not be affect by strong vibrations or shocks.
Install the unit horizontally. If it is installed at a slant, the collected oil will not be discharged normally
and this will cause problems.
Ensure enough open space around the machine for daily maintenance and inspection.
No mounting altitude (installation height) is prescribed. However, make sure it is accessible for
maintenance service.
Connect this machine to a three-phase power supply. Make sure the power specifications given on the
attached identification plate.
Supply power from the machine tool circuit equipped with a protective device.
MJ unit

Supply power from the machine
tool circuit equipped with a
protective device.

Machine tool

To prevent electrical shock, be sure to ground the power cord. Connect the grounding wires in
conformity with “D-class Grounding Work” requirements (grounding resistance: less than 100 ohm).
Be sure to take the drainage of waste oil into account when selecting the installation location.
To suspend the unit, use the lifting hooks (at two points). Suspension work must be performed by a
competent crane or sling operator.
Be sure to secure the unit in place. Do not operate it while it is being suspended on hooks.

－１１－

The lifting hooks on the unit may only be used for suspending the MJ unit. If a frame is placed below
the unit, it may not be suspended.
１） A rubber vibration damper is placed between the MJ unit and the base at the bottom. This
rubber piece is supporting the unit. Therefore, if the lifting hooks on the unit are used to
suspend the unit with a frame attached to it, the attached frame could fall off.
２） When a frame is attached to the unit, its center of gravity becomes high. If the unit is
suspended in this condition, it could lose balance and topple.

Lifting hook

Base
Risk of frame falling

Risk of toppling

If you mount an optional frame with casters, use the casters only for moving. During operation, secure
the frame in place and take proper measures to prevent it from toppling.
Attach the duct hose to the inlet and secure firmly with a hose band, clamps, etc.
To prevent mist from accumulating inside, do not allow the duct hose at the inlet to droop down in the
middle of its routing. To minimize its suction resistance, keep the duct hose as short as possible.

Allow a space of 50 cm or more above the outlet hole.
Keep the operating ambient temperature between 5 and
40°C.
Keep the operating ambient humidity between 10 and 90%
(no condensation).
According to IEC-60664-1, the unit is rated at “pollution
degree 3”.
According to IEC-60664-1, the power supply is rated at
over voltage category III.
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50cm min.

On the machine tool side where the mist is generated, it is recommended to allow an ample clearance
between the mist source and the inlet or provide a baffle plate between them, in order to keep the
admission of cutting chips to a minimum.

Baffle plate

Ample clearance

Storage Conditions
Observe the following conditions for storing the unit. Failure to do so can cause the product to
malfunction or prevent it from realizing its full performance.
Install the unit indoors away from direct contact with rain, mist, and sunlight.
Keep the temperature between 5 and 40°C and humidity between 10 and 90％ (no condensation)
during storage.
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Installing the Drain Hose
After finishing the installation, attach the drain hose. The drain port has 1-inch female threads. Place
the tip of the drain hose 100 mm or more in the oil. The length of the drain hose to the recovery
container should be 250 mm or longer.
NOTE:
When the collected mist accumulates inside the unit, its collection efficiency decreases. In addition,
the collected mist can blow out of the drain port. Therefore, be sure to attach a drain hose properly.
１ Attach the drain hose.
Attach the male-female elbow and the hose nipple to the drain port (1-inch female threads).
Then, attach the drain hose (ф 25mm bore) and secure it in place with the hose clamp.
Supplied parts:
Male-female elbow, hose nipple, drain hose (2 m), hose band

Male-female elbow
Hose nipple
Hose clamp

Drain hose (ф 25mm bore)

２ Place drain hose in recovery container oil
the same oil as that in the collected mist into the oil pan and therein, sink the drain hose until
more than 100mm in length from its top end is submerged in oil. The length of the drain hose
from drain hole to oil surface of the drain pan should be more than 250mm.
During operation, vacuum (suction force) acts also on the drain port. In order to cancel out
the vacuum, a distance of 250 mm or longer is required between the hose and the recovery
container. The tip of the hose must be placed 100 mm or longer in the oil. Without its tip
being placed in the oil, the drain hose will draw in outside air instead of draining oil.

Oil pan

（min）

（min）

－Inlet-side－
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Oil pan

Suction Duct Installation
A suction duct or hose is not supplied with the unit. It must be obtained locally or purchased separately by
the user.
NOTE: Use a duct that matches the size of the inlet.
Machine model
Inlet outer diam. (mm)
Nominal duct diam. (mm)

ＭＪ－５
φ９８
φ１００

ＭＪ－１０
φ１２３
φ１２５

ＭＪ－１５
φ１４８
φ１５０

ＭＪ－２５
φ１９８
φ２００

１ Duct Material
The use of oil-resistant duct or hose, which resists hardening by lubrication oil or cutting oil, is
recommended.
Example: Kanaflex Corporation

oil-resistant duct

２ Duct Installation
Place a duct (or hose) into the inlet, and use a hose clamp to secure it in place.

Inlet

Hose clamp

Cuff

Duct / Hose

To prevent oil from leaking, apply a caulking material inside the cuff before installing the duct.
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Outline of Power Supply
The MJ unit is not equipped with a protective device for the motor. Thus, power must be supplied
from the machine tool circuit equipped with a protective device.
MJ unit

Machine tool

Supply power from the machine tool circuit equipped with a protective device.

Wire power to the terminal box.

To operate the MJ unit separately, provide an electrical component equipped with a protective
device (push-button switch with overload protection device, fuse-less breaker, or earth leakage
breaker).
Electrical Component Installation Example
Push-button switch with overload protection device

Note: Do not connect only a fuse-less
breaker or earth leakage breaker. A
push-button switch with an overload
protection device must be installed
as a set.

ＭＪ

Connect to primary power source
(fuse-less breaker or earth leakage breaker)

To operate the MJ unit separately, an optional electrical component equipped with a protective device
(push-button switch with overload protection device, fuse-less breaker, or earth leakage breaker) is
available.
Part name
Push-button switch
Fuse-less breaker
Earth leakage breaker
Stay for mounting push-button switch
Stay for mounting fuse-less breaker or earth leakage breaker
※

※

MJ-5
OMS-83015
OMS-83215
OMS-83315

MJ-10
MJ-15
OMT-83015
OMU-83015
OMT-83215
OMU-83215
OMT-83315
OMU-83315
OMT-8306
OMT-83255

MJ-25
OMV-83015
OMV-83215
OMV-83315

The mounting stay enables the mounting of an
electrical component to the unit (see the diagram on
the right).
When installing a fuse-less breaker or an earth
leakage breaker, make sure to install it together with
a push-button switch equipped with an overload
protection device (see the diagram on the right).

Push-button switch
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Push-button switch
Mounting stay

Fuse-less breaker or Mounting stay
earth leakage breaker

Electrical Wiring
Connect power to the terminal box on the side of the unit. Connect power supply wiring from the equipment
circuit that has a protective device. If an electromagnetic switch is used in that circuit, adjust the thermal
relay set points to the rated current value of the motor.
Machine model
ＭＪ－５
ＭＪ－１０
ＭＪ－１５
ＭＪ－２５

Thermal relay set points（Ａ）
５０Ｈｚ
６０Ｈｚ
１.８
１.７５
３.１
２.８
５.７
５.５
８.７
８.０

Electromagnetic switch

Thermal relay setting

* The set points are based on the assumption that a
power supply of 3-phase 200V is used.
NOTE: The unit operates with both 50 and 60 Hz cycles.

All work associated with power supply connection must be performed by an authorized electrician.
Check the power supply requirements on the nameplate on the unit before connecting power.
The power cord should be more than 0.75 mm2 in thickness, and of VCT four-conductor cord.
After completing the wiring and before operating the unit for the first time, make sure the motor rotates
in the direction of the arrow. If it rotates in the opposite direction, interchange the U and W phases of
the three power cords (see page 21).
Use round terminals for the tips of the power cords. The diameter of the round terminal should be
M3.5, and the terminal width should be 6.6 mm or less.
If the cable gland is of the wrong size, obtain the proper size locally. The hose size on the terminal box
is φ21 mm.

１ Open the terminal box.
Uncover the terminal box by removing the screw on
the top.
Terminal box

２ Connect the power cord.
Connect the power cords to the terminal block in the
terminal box, as follows.
１） Loosen the cap to pass the power cords through
the cable gland.

Cap
Cable gland
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２） After passing the power cords through the cable
gland, tighten the cap at an appropriate length
and secure the power cords in place.

Power cord through here

Power cord conductors

３） Tighten the terminals at the end of the power
cords to the terminal block with screws.
Tighten the (green) ground wire securely to the
“E” ground terminal with a screw.
IMPORTANT!
Static electricity discharged during the
operation can cause malfunction, faulty or
erroneous operation of the machine. So,
ensure the machine is correctly grounded
to enable the static electricity escape into
the ground.
CHECK!
Make sure that the grounding wires are
connected in conformity with “D-class
Grounding Work” requirements (grounding
resistance; less than 100 ohm).
CHECK!
Use round terminals for the tips of the
power cords. The diameter of the round
terminal should be M3.5, and the terminal
width should be 6.6 mm or less.

３ Cover the terminal box.
Put the cover on the terminal box and secure with
the screw.

－１８－

Terminal width
6.6 mm max.
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５．OPERATION
！

WARNING

・To avoid FIRE or EXPLOSION: Do not draw in the following substances.
・Explosive, flammable substances…………Aluminum, magnesium, titanium, epoxy, organic solvent, etc.
・Inflammable substances…………Gasoline, thinner, benzene, kerosene, paint, etc.
・Dust with sparks……………Dust produced by a high speed cutter, grinder, welding machine, etc.
・Source of fire…………………Cigarette butts, ashes, etc.
・Other………………Water, chemical and oil with a low flash point (below 80°C)
・Never operate the mist collector in or near an area where inflammable, explosive or
corrosive mist, fumes or gases are present.
These gases could cause fires or explosions.
・To avoid FIRE or EXPLOSION: Do not install in a hazardous area ruled by law or
regulation in your country.
・If a fire occurs or there is a dust explosion inside the mist collector,
・turn off the power immediately.
・use a fire extinguishing agent suitable for dust.
・even after the fire is out, don’t open the door until the internal temperature drops to the normal level.
Otherwise, a secondary explosion could occur.

！

CAUTION

・To avoid MALFUNCTIONS, ELECTRIC SHOCK, or FIRE:
Turn off the power immediately if there is smoke, vibration, or unusual noise or odor
during operation.
・Do not operate the unit with its inlet and outlet holes covered.
Neglecting this caution could cause overheat resulting in occurrence of fire.
・To avoid EYE INJURY or other SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY from expelled
particles or droplets: Do not look into the exhaust outlet!
・To avoid PERSONAL INJURY: Always wear gloves during inspections and when
replacing parts.
・If the motor stops during operation, turn off the primary power at once.
Failure to do this could cause electric shock.
・Keep the intake air temperature between 5 and 50°C.
Failure to do so can cause accidents or malfunctions.
・Do not take in the combustible mist with a flash point of 80°C and under.
・This machine should only be used for collecting the mist from machining operations.
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Starting/Stopping
When the unit is operated together with a machine tool, it must be started and stopped at the
equipment. In the case of use of MJ alone, it should be operated by electrical equipment that is
provided with protection devices (such as pushbutton switch with an overload protection device,
fuse-less breaker or earth leakage breaker).

Waste Oil Disposal
Properly dispose of the waste oil that has accumulated in the recovery tank in accordance with
your company’s regulations, the laws of your country, or the ordinances of your locality.

Handling Of Oil Drain Hose

Route tube around to
form a circle.

min

min

min

min

Important: Inappropriate handling of oil drain hose may cause contamination of the disk,
which may result in decease of blown air volume (i.e. bad suction).

Put oil and immerse
the tip in oil.

Put oil in.

Then, air is hardly expelled,
and oil drainage fails.

When a circle is formed, do
not immerse the tip in.

If nothing is there, air is inhaled
and oil drainage fails.
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Test Run (Motor Rotation Direction Check)
Because the unit operates a motor with a three-phase power supply, its rotational direction
can be reversed, depending on how it is wired. Make sure that the motor rotates clockwise (arrow
direction) after the unit is installed or if any electrical work has been performed by your
company.

Check motor rotation direction

１ Turn on the power for a moment.
Turn on the power and instantaneously turn it off.

２ Check the rotation direction.
If the rotation of the motor has slowed down, check
through the outlet hole that it is rotating clockwise
(arrow direction). If it is rotating in the opposite
direction, return to the section on “Electrical
Wiring”, and interchange the U and W phases of the
three power cords in the terminal box.
Caution:
・ Be sure to wear protective equipment such
as goggles or a mask before checking the
direction of the rotation.
・ Spend as short a time as possible to check
the direction of the motor. Even when the
motor is rotating by inertia, the collected
mist could splash or the dust could be
discharged from the outlet hole. Therefore,
do not look at the outlet hole more than
necessary.
・ All work associated with interchanging the
phases due to the reverse rotation of the
motor must be performed by an authorized
electrician.
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Interchange phases U and W

６．MAINTENANCE
Make sure to read and understand the following warnings and cautions before performing maintenance.
！

WARNING

・MOVING PARTS! To avoid SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY:
ALWAYS TURN OFF the POWER and wait for the rotation to stop completely
BEFORE opening the cover.

！

CAUTION

・To avoid ACCIDENTS: Maintenance work should only be performed by qualified
persons.
・To avoid PERSONAL INJURY: Always wear gloves during inspections and
when replacing parts.
・Before performing any inspection or maintenance service, be sure to turn off the
power of the unit at its source.
Failure to do this could cause electric shock.

■Inspection Precautions
• Be sure to turn off the (primary) power supply at the source before performing an inspection.
• When working at high places, wear protective equipment that is appropriate for the high altitude.

Cyclone Inspection and Cleaning
Following the procedure below, clean the cyclone approximately once a week.
* The inspection and cleaning intervals vary with use conditions, such as the concentration, type,
and amount of mist that is generated, as well as the amount of cutting chips generated.
１ Turn the power off
Turn the power off at the source before performing an
inspection and cleaning.
２ Open the inspection door to inspect (or clean) inside.
Remove the knob bolts, which are securing the
inspection doors in place, and open the two doors from
the side of the unit.
Remove the cutting chips and deposits that have
accumulated inside. Use a shop rag to wipe off any
dirt from the inside of the cyclone.
３ Close the inspection doors.
After inspection (or cleaning), reattach the inspection
doors, and secure them with knob bolts.
Tighten the two, upper and lower knob bolts
alternately, in order to attain an even amount of
tightness.

Inspection door

Knob bolts

Two inspection doors are located on the side
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Collection Disc Cleaning
Check every day for any changes in the flow rate and any leakage of mist blowing out of the
outlet hole. The collection disc has a self-cleaning function. However, if the flow rate decreases or
a mist leakage from the outlet hole is observed, it may be caused by a dirty collection disc. In that
case, blow compressed air from the cleaning nozzle or water pressure from the tap water to clean
the collection disc.
<To use safely for a long time>
The periodical cleaning of the collection disk in the manner of ① or ② as follows, an appropriate
air volume can be maintained for a long time. (The period differs depending on the condition of
use.)
① Cleaning with tap water or compressed air
･ The collection disk can be cleaned with compressed air or tap water squirting from the cleaning
nozzle.
1. Stop operation.
If interlocked with machining equipment, stop it on the utility side.

2. Connect the hose of compressed air hose or tap water to the cleaning nozzle.
Connect the hose of compressed air hose or tap water to the cleaning nozzle by using a
cleaning kit. (Refer to the page 26.)
3. Start operation and immediately stop it.
Once it started, stop it immediately.
4. Supply compressed air or tap water.
Supply compressed air or tap water while the collection disk is rotating by inertia. (It is about 30
seconds.)
Connect compressed air hose or tap water hose to

Compressed air or tap
Collection disc

water
If tap water is used, the post-cleaning
water will intermix with the oil in the
recovery container. If it is necessary to
prevent intermixing, take appropriate
measures such as placing the tip of the
drain hose in a separate recovery
container.
－２３－

When compressed air or water enters through the cleaning nozzle, the collection disc will start
rotating, and pick up speed gradually. Therefore, it is unnecessary to provide an additional
rotational movement.

5. Check whether air flow volume is recovered.
Resume operation and make sure of the recovery by putting a hand on
air outlet port. (At this time, never look into it. Otherwise, it may
result in an injury.)

Outlet hole

•Use tap water and compressed air within the following pressure range:
◆ Tap water: 0.2 to 0.5MPa
◆ Compressed air: 0.3 to 0.5MPa

•The cleaning nozzle has Ｇ1/4″parallel pipe female thread. Use it
for reference when you use another cleaning kit than ours. Do not
start operation with this female threaded pipe being open.
Otherwise, oil leakage will be likely.
- Caution If drained oil is recycled to machining equipment, the tip of drain oil hose should be put in another
recovery bin to prevent inclusion of and dilution with tap water.
② Cleaning using detergent
•The collection disk is cleaned by spraying detergent on the
disk.

Inspection

1. Stop operation.

door

If interlocked with machining equipment, stop it on the
utility side.

Knob bolts

2. Open the inspection door.
Open either of doors on the side of main body.
3. Start operation and immediately stop it.
Once it started, stop it immediately.
4. Spray detergent aiming at the collection disk.
While the collection disk is rotating by inertia, spray
detergent upward on the collection disk more that 10 times
from the inspection door by using an atomizer. (The collection
disk can not be seen from the inspection door, but as far as
the disk is rotating, the mist of detergent will be absorbed on
the surface of the disk.) Warming the detergent up to about
50℃ may improve the cleaning.
Recommended detergent:
Degreasing detergent - Amano DEGREASER (Product S/N: VF-4343)
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Detergent

5. Leave it for a while after spraying.
To infiltrate detergent into dust, leave it for a while after spraying. The time to leave it depends on
the degree of contamination, but leave for about 5 minutes at shortest.
6. Close the inspection door.
Close the inspection door. Do not forget to close it.
7. Start operation.
Start operation. Keep running it for about five minutes.
(It is for spinning the up-coming dirt off.)
Outlet hole

8. Repeat the procedures from 3 thru 7.
Repeating the procedures from 3 thru 7 a couple of time makes the
cleaning more effective.
9. Check whether air flow volume is recovered.
Make sure of the recovery by putting a hand on air outlet port.
(At this time, never look into it. Otherwise, it may result in an injury.)
10. Supply compressed air.
If air flow volume is not recovered, supply compressed air or tap water
through the cleaning nozzle. (Refer to ① in P23)
- Caution If drained oil is recycled to machining equipment, the tip of drain oil hose should be put in another
recovery bin to prevent oil from mixing with detergent.

③ Check of the collection disk
The collection disk must be checked if air flow volume is not recovered even after the disk
cleaning processes ① and ②. Contact one of our branches or sales offices.
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< Cleaning kit (option)>
We prepared a piping set for the cleaning ① with compressed air or tap water.
･Manual air cleaning kit OMT-850150 (Hi-Coupler joint/manual ball valve/FR unit)
･Manual tap water cleaning kit OMT-851150 (hose nipple (φ15 in inner diameter)/hose
band/manual ball valve)
Manual air cleaning kit

FR unit

Male and female elbow

1/2 nipple

Manual ball valve

Hi-Coupler joint

※Please prepare

Hi-Coupler socket
(NITTO KOHKI CO. LTD
For low pressure

Manual tap water cleaning kit

Male and female elbow

Manual ball valve

Hose band
※Please prepare

φ15 in inner
diameter
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< Automatic cleaning unit (option)>
We are offering an automatic periodical cleaning kit for the cleaning ① with compressed
air or tap water.
[Automatic cleaning unit]
Model

MJ-5

MJ-10

MJ-15

MJ-25

Part No.

OMS-856170

OMT-856170

OMY-856170

OMZ-856170

Contact us at one of our branches and sales offices for further details.
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７．APPENDIX
Outside Drawings
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Unit:mm

ＭＪ－１０

Unit:mm
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Outside Drawings
ＭＪ－１５

Unit:mm

ＭＪ－２５

Unit:mm
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Electric Circuit Diagram
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Periodic Inspection Table
For your safe and long years of use of this machine, perform periodic inspection and maintenance.
Location to
Inspection

Inspection Period
Daily

Weekly

Hood, joints, ducts

Check on drain oil

○

Cyclone

○

１． Check for any improper installation state. If
any, correct and reinstall.
２． Check for any damaged or deformed part. If
any, replace.
３． Check for any accumulation of mist in the
interior of ducts, hoses or hood. If any, clean.
If any sag is detected, rearrange the lines.
１． Check the drain oil hose for any improper
installation. If any, correct and reinstall.
２． Check for the drainage from the drain oil
hose. If it is poor, clean the interior.
１． Through the inspection port, remove the
contamination that has accumulated inside
the cyclone.
１． Check the power cord for any deterioration,
damage, or improper/defective connection. If
exposure of core conductors or worn out
covering is detected, replace with new one.

○

Terminal mount

Voltage of power
supply

※

that air flow volume is not lowered. If you
recognized air flow volume is decreased,
try to clean the collection disk. (Refer to
the page 24)

○

Power cord

Motor

１． Check for any mist leaking from the outlet
hole. In case of a leakage, check the condition
of the drain oil.
２． Check by putting a hand on air outlet port

○

/ hoses

Inspection Method

Tri-monthly

○

Outlet

Collection disk

Monthly

１． Check for loosening of the screws of the
terminal mount. If loosened, retighten them.
１． Check that the rated voltage is input between
U and V, V and W, U and W). Check troubles
in the power supply for bad voltage or
missing.

Maintenance check is necessary every 2 or 3 years. Contact one of our branches or sales
offices.

It is necessary every 2 to 3 years of operation. Contact your local AMANO dealer.

Above given intervals should be regarded as “standard”. They may vary depending on the

concentration/type of the mist, or working conditions of the machine.
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Troubleshooting
If any fault or abnormality occurs, immediately shut down the power supply and check and inspect the
machine for the followings before contacting your local Amano Dealer.
Problem
Will not start.

Cause
①No power supply

→Check the wiring of the power supply
and the protective device on the
linked equipment (machine tool).

②Power failure

→Wait for power to resume.
→Turn the power off and contact the
dealer where the product was
purchased or Amano’s branch or sales
office.

③Seized rotational disc

Abnormal sounds

Poor air intake

①The machine is running on
single-phase power since the
power cord is disconnected.
①Reverse rotation of motor

②Defective joints of ducts/hoses

③Contamination inside cyclone
④Clogged collection disc
Sudden stop during running ①Faulty drain oil
Mist blowing out of outlet ①Oil drain failure
Vibration,
abnormal noise/smell

→Replace the power cord.
→Re-connect the two conductors of
3-phase power cord conductors to
change their phases each other for
correcting motor rotation direction.
→Check ducts/hoses for any defects or
faulty joints and rework or replace at
need.
→Remove the contamination from
inside the cyclone.
→Clean the disc.
(Refer to the page 24)
→Drain the oil properly.

②Clogged collection disc
hole

Handling

→Clean the collection disc.
→Drain properly.

(Refer to the page 21)
①Faulty rotation of motor, collection →Turn the power off and contact the
dealer where the product was
disc, or fan
purchased or Amano’s branch or sales
office.
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Specifications
Item

ＭＪ－５

Power supply
Output (kW)

ＭＪ－１０

ＭＪ－１５

ＭＪ－２５

3-phase 200V±10% 50/60Hz common（3-phase 220V±10% 60Hz common）
0.4

0.75

1.5

2.2

Max. capacity

50Hz

3.7

7.0

13.0

18.0

（m³/min）

60Hz

4.5

8.5

16.0

22.0

Fully closed static

50Hz

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

pressure（kPa）

60Hz

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

Noise（dB[A]）

72±2以下

Collection target

Water-soluble mist and oily mist (provide an after filter in case of oily mist)

Suction temp./Ambient temp. (°C)

5～50／5～40

Max. width

433

472

576

629

Height

484

522

589

662

Inlet diameter（φmm）

φ98

φ123

φ148

φ198

Weight（kg）

35

42

61

80

size（mm）

Oil drainage hole
Furnished accessories

1-inch socket
Drain hose (φ 25 mm bore x 2 m length), hose clamp, hose nipple,
male-female elbow

Sold Separately
Part name

Part No.
ＭＪ－５

ＭＪ－１０

ＭＪ－１５

ＭＪ－２５

After filter
(individual element)

OMS－811170

OMT－811170

OMY－811170

OMZ－811170

After filter Assembly

OMS－810170

OMT－810170

OMY－810170

OMZ－810170

Automatic cleaning unit

OMS－856170

OMT－856170

OMY－856170

OMZ－856170

Degreasing detergent Amano DEGREASER

VF-4343

(*) The after filter assembly includes a filter case assembly and an individual after filter element.

For collecting oily mist or high concentration mist, you are
required to install the after filter unit above the outlet hole.

After filter
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Product Disposal
Dispose of the product properly in accordance with the relevant laws and ordinances.

Drain Oil Disposal
Dispose of the oil that has accumulated in the recovery tank in accordance with the regulation
of your company, the laws of your country, and the ordinances of your locality.
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Compliance Declaration

Ｄｅｃｌａｒａｔｉｏｎ ｏｆ Ｃｏｎｆｏｒｍｉｔｙ
Ｗｅ、ＡＭＡＮＯ

ＣＯＲＰＯＲＡＴＩＯＮ

８１２３、Ｋｉｇａ、Ｈｏｓｏｅ-ｃｈｏ、ｋｉｔａ-ｋｕ、
Ｈａｍａｍａｔｓｕ-ｓｈｉ、Ｓｈｉｚｕｏｋａ４３１-１３０５

ＪＡＰＡＮ

Declare in our sole responsibility that the following
product conforms to all the relevant provisions.

Product Name : Oil Mist Collector
Model Name : ＭＪ-５、ＭＪ-１０、ＭＪ-１５、ＭＪ-２５
Council Directives : Machinery
LVD

：2006/42/EC(ANNEX I)
：2006/95/EC

Applicable Standards : Machinery： EN ISO 12100-1,EN ISO 12100-2,
EN ISO 14121-1, EN ISO 13857
LVD ： 60204-1(2006)
Year to begin affixing CE Marking：2009
Place：Shizuoka,Japan
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275 Mamedocho Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, Japan 222-8558
TEL.:+81-45-401-1441 FAX.:+81-45-439-1150

h ttp : //w w w . a m a n o . co . jp /En g lish
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